Tennis Match Results
Clemson vs Duke
04/21/22 at Rome, Ga.
(Rome Tennis Center)

#62 Clemson 4, #22 Duke 3

**Singles competition**
1. Garrett Johns (DU) def. Ryuhei Azuma (CLE) 6-1, 3-6, 6-2
2. Teodor Giusca (CLE) def. Andrew Zhang (DU) 6-4, 6-3
3. Jorge Plans Gonzalez (CLE) def. Connor Krug (DU) 6-7 (5-7), 7-6 (7-3), 6-3
4. Spencer Whitaker (CLE) def. Edu Guell (DU) 5-7, 6-4, 6-2
5. Niroop Vallabhaneni (DU) def. Daniel Labrador (CLE) 6-7 (5-7), 6-1, 6-1
6. Maxwell Smith (CLE) def. Andrew Dale (DU) 4-6, 6-2, 6-4

**Doubles competition**
1. Niroop Vallabhaneni/Faris Khan (DU) def. Ryuhei Azuma/Spencer Whitaker (CLE) 6-1
2. Garrett Johns/Michael Heller (DU) def. Teodor Giusca/Maxwell Smith (CLE) 6-3
3. Jorge Plans Gonzalez/Daniel Labrador (CLE) def. Andrew Zhang/Andrew Dale (DU) 6-3

Match Notes:
Clemson 13-13; National ranking #62
Duke 16-8; National ranking #22
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (1,2,6,4,5,3)
ACC Men's Tennis Championship, Match 3
T-3:07